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In Part I [20, Sects. l-31, the Fredholm-Lagrangian Grassmannian F/l, was 
constructed as the orbit of a Lagrangian subspace F (of a given symplectic 
Banach space (E, w)) under the action of the Fredholm symplectic group 
Sp,(E, w), consisting of symplectic operators on E of the form “id + compact.” 
Further, 9A, was shown to be locally modeled on the space of compact 
symmetric operators mapping F to F*, and to have the stable homotopy type 
of the sequence of finite-dimensional manifolds A(n), 12 = 1, 2,...; consisting 
of (for each n) all Lagrange n-planes of the symplectic vector space Rzn. For a 
treatment of the latter, consult [4]. Using the intersection theory for each 
A(n), it was shown, in particular, that FA, admits an intersection number, 
the Maslov index, defined for closed loops in FA,. Before passing to applica- 
tions (Sect. 5, below), we shall need effective ways to calculate the Maslov 
index. In the next section, we extend theorems of Duistermaat [3] to the 
infinite-dimensional case, while avoiding differentiability assumptions on the 
curves (of Lagrangian subspaces) considered. 
In Section 5, below, we prove a version of the Morse index theorem for 
elliptic operators with a one-parameter family of boundary conditions. In 
particular, the Morse and conjugate indices are expressed in terms of intersection 
numbers of a curve of (Banach) Lagrangian subspaces. 
4. THE COMPUTATION OF THE MASLOV INDEX FOR A 
CURVE OF LAGRANGIAN SUBSPACES 
In this section, and hereafter, we assume that the underlying Banach space 
E is symplectic, Hilbertable, and therefore, E E H x H* E H x H in the 
Darboux decomposition for E, where H is a Hilbert subspace of E. We need 
to investigate methods for obtaining the Maslov index of a curve of Lagrangian 
subspaces which does not necessarily intersect the Maslov set m in a transversal 
manner. That is, intersections with “higher strata” s/l,‘(M), r > 1, may 
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occur. Also, it will be convenient to define the Maslov Index for a nonclosed 
curve of Lagrangian spaces. 
With future applications in mind, we shall confine our attention to the 
manifold TA,-those Lagrangian subspaces which are “compact translates” 
of d = ((x, X) E H x H}, the graph of the identity-defined in Part I, Section 1 
of this article [20]. Since all F& , for arbitrary choice of L, are diffeomorphic, 
this is not a real restriction. As before, we may consider the family of manifolds 
FA,‘(H x (0)); Y = 1, 2,... . Again, the choice of H x (0) is guided by applica- 
tions, and any other Lagrangian subspace would serve if transversal to d. 
A chart domain for FAAr(H x {0}) is given by Vr = .FAdo({O} x H) n 
FA,‘(H x (0)). There is, as in [20, Sect. 11, a chart map from V,. onto the set 
of compact operators K: d 4 (0) x H such that the space ( y + Ky: y Ed} 
lies in k’, . A more convenient chart representation is to express elements 
of r7,. as the graphs of self-adjoint operators A: H + H such that rZ = I + I?T) 
with Z? compact, and A has an r-dimensional kernel. The compact map 
I?: H - H in this representation is related to the above map K: d + (0) x H, 
through the natural correspondences (x, ~2’) H Y and (0, X) H X, for x E H. 
Suppose there is a curve 4: [- 1, I] 4 SA, which intersects Fl,‘(H x (0)) 
at t = 0. That is, 4 makes a nontransversal intersection with the Maslov set ~2. 
If C(O) E F/lAo({O} x H), then 4(O) E I,‘, and +(O) = Graph -4, where A has 
an r-dimensional kernel. Near zero, we may write 4(t) = Graph(l + KJ 
since 4 must remain in the open set FAdO({O} x H) in a neighborhood of zero. 
If Q(t) = I + F&, then @(O) is a self-adjoint operator with r-dimensional 
kernel. Thus, it is possible (cf. Kato [9, H-6.3 and IV-3.51) to construct a 
family of r continuous functions h,(t), n = 1, 2,..., I, representing the (repeated) 
eigenvalues of I + K, with X,(O) = 0. W e now prove a perturbation result. 
LEhmlA 1 (Perturbation Lemma). Suppose +(t) is a curve of Lagrangian 
subspaces, as before, which intersects the Maslov set precisely once in FA,(H x (0)) 
at t = 0, such that near zero, 4 has the representation G(t) + I + Kt . Then 
if the eigencalue curves h,(t), n = 1, 2 ,..., Y, are strictly increasing in a neighborhood 
of zero, CD may be homotopically perturbed to a curve 6 with r strictly increasing 
eigenvalue curves X,(t) which cross zero successively at r distinct points t, . The 
associated curve &ct) = Graph(@t)) in FAA intersects .Fl,l(H x (0)) Y distinct 
times. 
Proof. Using the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators (Riesz and 
Nagy [14]), we may write 
D(t) = I + Kt = j- h d-&t) , 
R 
integration being with respect to a discrete projection-valued measure Enlt) 
for each t, over a domain equal to the real line R. Choose an interval I = (--6, 6) 
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such that for some E > 0, [ t 1 < E implies 1 h,(t)] < 8 and the curves h,(t) 
are strictly increasing in that interval. Thus 
For 1 < n < r, modify the curves h,(t) to new curves X,(t), for n = 1, 2,..., r, 
which cross the t-axis at r distinct and successive values for t in the interval 
(-E, e) and such that X,(t) = h,(t) for 1 t I > E. Of course, since this require- 
ment represents, in a sense, the “generic case” for a family of Y curves, this 
is not difficult. 
To illustrate with the case r = 2, define x, -= /\r and put 
X,(t) = &(t) + s/2, -c/2 < t < t, , 
= A,(,), t, < t < E, 
= w, --E < t < --E/2, 
= &(t), itI 3~. 
In this definition, t, is the smallest t > 0 such that h?(t) + S/2 = &(c) and 
1s is the line segment joining the points (-e/2, x,(-e/2)) and (-E, X,(-C)). 
Then, the curves x, and 1, clearly have the desired properties. The situation 
is completely analogous for r > 2. 
Note that the curves A, uniformly approximate the An , for E > 0, sufficiently 
small, and the curve in R’ defined by the tuple (Al(t),..., A,(t)) is homotopic 
to (X,(t),..., X,(t)). Define a new curve of operators 
sharing the same eigenvectors with @(t) and differing only with respect to 
the family of eigenvalue curves 1, . Thus, @ and 6 are homotopic and 6 has 
the desired properties. Q.E.D. 
Remark. A similar result obtains if we replace “strictly increasing” with 
“strictly decreasing.” 
LEMMA 2. Let C$ be as in Lemma 1, except we assume that q5(0) n H x (0) 
is one dimensional; i.e., r = 1. In the chart representation @ of C$ for t near zero, 
let h(t) be the single eigenvalue curve, corresponding to a(t), which crosses the 
origin. Assume, also, that 4 is closed and has no other intersections with the Maslov 
set nr. Then the following assertions obtain for the Maslov index defined in Section 3 : 
(i) [c$] . ML = + 1; if A(t) is strictly increasing in a neighborhood of zero. 
(ii) [c$] . N = - 1; if A(t) is strictZy decreasing in a neighborhood of zero. 
(iii) [4] . IL = 0; zy h(t) has a strict local maximum or minimum at zero. 
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Proof. (i) and (ii) Since the proof of (ii) is quite analogous to that of (i), 
we consider only the increasing case. From homotopy theory we know each 
curve lying in some small path neighborhood of 4 in the space of continuous 
loops %?O(,S, .9A,) is homotopic to 4 and thus represents the same one-cycle 
in 9/l,. Also, if s(f) is an operator curve sufficiently close to @ in a neigh- 
borhood of t = 0, then the associated curve i(t) = Graph(@t)) may be 
extended to a loop which is homotopic to 4. By “sufficiently close” we mean 
the operator norm Ii @(t) - 6(t)l/ is uniformly small in t. 
Via the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators, we may write 
Since D(t) = I + k’, , we may arrange the eigenvalue curves in ascending 
order /\r(t) < h,(t) .< .‘., where &(f) = h(t) for some k. Corresponding to 
each curve h,(t), there exists a piecewise linear curve X,(t) which uniformly 
approximates h,(t). Choose the curves X,(t) to be linear and, hence, differentiable 
in a neighborhood (-6, 6) of zero. Form the new operator curve 
where the measure E,\co) is fixed for t E (-E, E), where / t 1 < E implies h, ~1. 
Then 6(t) is differentiable at zero, and for sufficiently small E > 0, 6 uniformly 
approximates @. The arc d(t) = Graph(@t)) may then be continued to a 
loop, which is homotopic to 4 and which is 9, without incurring further 
intersection with the Maslov cycle NI in 9A,, since the complement 
.9/l,\s~(EZ x (0)) = FA,O(H x {0}), a simply connected set. Thus, [$] = [$I, 
while the Maslov index of $ is easily computed as the sign of the derivative 
6’(O) restricted to the one-dimensional space Ker Q(O) (Sect. 3). But that is 
simply the sign of x,‘(O); positive, since h,(t) is strictly increasing near zero 
and 1, is a linear approximation of h, on arbitrarily small intervals about zero. 
Therefore, 
[+I . 1,1 = [f$] ,,I = + 1. 
This establishes (i) and, analogously, (ii). 
(iii) We suppose t = 0 to be a local minimum-the maximum case is 
similar. Now given the eigenvalue curves h,(t) as above, leave each curve, 
other than x,(t) = x(t), unaltered. Suppose zero is a unique local minimum 
in an interval I6 about zero. Then for arbitrarily small 6 > 0, the curve X,(t) = 
&(t) + 6 has no zeros in I, . Outside of I,, connect A, and X, via line segments 
which do not cross zero. This is possible, since x,(t) only intersects the t-axis 
at the origin. The resulting arc 6 then agrees with @ outside I, and, thus, 
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the resulting curve of Lagrangian spaces 4 only differs from + in the interval I 
and therein by an arbitrarily small quantity. Since 4 and 4 are homotopic, 
and 4 has no intersections with mz(H x {0}), 
[+I . +a = [$I . ,n = 0, 
which completes the proof of this lemma. 
DEFINITION. The intersection number of a continuous curve 4 E YO([u, b], .9/l,) 
such that +(a) and q5(b) lie in F/l,<“(L) is defined as 
where 4 is the loop obtained from 4 followed by a curve +i in FAC(L) which 
joins +(b) to +(a). The definition does not depend on &, since $A,O(L) is 
simply connected. If there is a partition a = to < t, < ... < t, = b such that 
#(ti) E 9/l,O(L) for i = 0, l,..., n then for & = 4 1 [t,-i , ti] we have, evidently, 
that 
f$ * m(L) = f +< . m(L). 
i=O 
Clearly if + is a loop, the intersection number is simply the Maslov index. 
There is an important difference between the intersection number of an 
arc and the Maslov index. As shown in Section 3 (Part I), a representative 
for the Maslov Cycle 1,~ is the set )/z(L) = 9&r\9’Ab,“(L). Now, by Proposition 1, 
Section 3, ?nt does not depend on L, up to the action of Sp,(E) on L, nor does 
the index depend on L. If Q is a nonclosed arc, however, the intersection number 
+ . MC(L) does depend on L. In fact, if L’ is another Lagrangian subspace, lying 
in 9=& , such that both endpoints $(a) and 4(b) lie in 9A,Wo(L’), then, clearly, 
+ . //z(L) - r$ M(L’) = S(L’, L; +(a), 4(b)), 
where the right-hand side is the Maslov index of the loop consisting of a curve 
in FAC(L’) from 4(u) to +(b) f o II owed by an arc in F,/l,O(L) from 4(b) back 
to +(a). In finite dimensions, this number was first introduced by Hormander 
[7, Sect. 3.31. 
Finally, we give the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose a curve + intersects M(H x (0)) at an isolated point 0. 
Suppose 4(t) = Graph(@(t)) near t = 0, and thus Ker @(O) = 4(O) n H x (0). 
If this kernel is r-dimensional, we may resolve the eigenvulue zero into a family 
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of r eigenvalue curves which pass through the origin of the (t, A)-plane. Now let 
p+ (resp. p-) = # strictly increasing eigenvalue curves restricted to 
the domain t > 0 (resp. t < 0), 
n+ (resp. n-) = # strictly decreasing eigenvalue curves restricted to 
the domain t > 0 (resp. t < 0). 
Then if r = pr i n+ = p- + n-, 
r) ,,r(H x (0)) = +[(p+ - n’) + (p- - n-)]. 
Proof. This lemma is a consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2. Now consider 
the Y eigenvalue curves A,(t), n = 1,2,..., Y. Each curve is in one of three 
categories given in Lemma 2; namely, it is strictly increasing, decreasing, or 
has a local maximum (or minimum) at t = 0. Let the number of curves 
belonging to those categories be, respectively, i, d, and m such that 
r=i+d+m. 
Now, if we prove that + may be homotopically perturbed to a curve 6 
which, for suitably small E > 0, intersects the manifolds 9A/(H x {0}), 
9AAd(H x (0)) and .FAdrn(H x (0)) successively at t = 0, t = 42, and 
t = E-then we shall be in a position to apply Lemmas 1 and 2. In fact, it 
will then follow that 
4 * m(H x (0)) = i - d. 
There is no contribution from those eigencurves with local extrema at zero, 
from the argument in Lemma 2, part (iii). However, it is clear that 
i - d = +[(p+ - n+) + (p- - n-)] 
from the definitions of the quantities p*, n*. 
Thus, we now define the curve 4. Let Q(t) correspond to a chart representation 
of 4(t) near zero. Arrange the A,(t) so that X, ,..., hi are increasing at t = 0. 
We leave these alone, passing onto the decreasing curves hi+r ,..., Xifd . Define 
new curves, for E > 0, such that 
L+j(t) = h+jCt - CE/2)); j = 1, 2 ,..., d, 
and if /\iid+l ,..., Xi+d+m correspond to those curves with local extrema at zero, 
define 
k+d+dt) = ‘b+d+kct - E)~ for k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Now let 6(t) be the resulting curve of operators for small values of t, say 
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1 t j < 2~. Setting 4(t) = Graph(&(t)), then 4 . IS arbitrarily close to C$ on the 
interval (--2~, 2~). Moreover, the points $(M~E) and +(M~c) all lie in 
gA,O(H x (0)). For small choice of E > 0, it is clear that 4 and 4 may be 
extended to homotopic loops in SAA . Finally, 4 only intersects //z(H x CO>) 
at t = 0, c/2, and E and, thus, we may conclude from Lemmas 1 and 2 and the 
definition of the intersection number that 
$i5 . M(H x (0)) = $8 . ,,t(H x (0)) 
= i - d = -$[(p+ - n-) + (p- - n-)], 
which completes the proof. 
The advantage of this theorem is that no differentiability assumptions were 
required for 4. Indeed, in applications (Sect. 5) curves will not be differentiable 
and one will only know certain monotonicity properties for the eigenvalues. 
It should be observed that Theorem 4.1 may be easily extended to cover the 
situation in which some eigenvalue curves h,(t) are not strictly monotone, 
provided they are of bounded variation (and continuous) near t = 0. Such 
a curve may be decomposed, locally, as the sum of strictly increasing and 
decreasing curves (Jordan decomposition): Xj = hj+ + A,-, each vanishing at 
zero. Such a curve, then, would not make a net contribution to the intersection 
number at zero. 
5. THE R'~ORSE INDEX THEOREM FOR ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY 
DEFORMATION PRORLEMS 
In this section, we shall prove a general “Morse index theorem” for a self- 
adjoint linear elliptic boundary value problem on a compact manifold. In 
general such problems arise as the second variation of an energy functional 
corresponding to some variational problem. Morse’s original result, let us 
recall, consisted of a formula for the index of a stationary curve in terms of 
the number of conjugate points along the curve. Generalizations of this theorem 
to the setting of linear elliptic systems (with Dirichlet boundary conditions) 
in a contracting compact domain, have appeared in papers of Simons [15], 
Smale [16], and Uhlenbeck [20]. 
In the following, we derive an index theorem, containing the above results, 
which we express in terms of the Fredholm intersection theory elaborated 
in the preceding sections. 
Elliptic Boundary Deformation Problems 
An elliptic boundary deformation problem is a triple (L, {LWt)-, 3) consisting 
of an elliptic operator L (of order 2R) a one-parameter deformation [;Wt}octC1 
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of a compact connected manifold iI!!, and a collection of boundary operators 
g = {B,}, 1 < j < k, such that order(Bj) = kj < 2k. We suppose further 
that L is self-adjoint and linear, with smooth coefficients. The deformation 
(Mt}O(tC1 can be defined by a continuous curve of smooth embeddings +t: 
M --f M such that M, = &(M), +,, = id, , and a&l, = &(?M) for 0 < t ,< 1. 
The boundary deformation is smooth if a&Z, depends smoothly on t and is 
contracting if M, C Al, (strictly) for all s > t. 
The operator L acts on smooth sections of a real vector bundle E over M. 
The deformation Mt induces a deformation Et of E, if E, denotes the “part 
of E over .&It” (see Smale [16]). For the special case of L acting on real-valued 
functions, the bundle E, is simply the trivial line bundle Mt x R. 
In this context one may study a one-parameter family of boundary value 
problems: 
L,u = Au, u. E P(E,), X E R. 
Bju = 0, on ilM, , 1 <j<k. 
Here, L, is the same formal operator L, applied to smooth sections P(EJ 
of the bundle Et . We assume that the coefficients of L are smooth on M. This 
is compatible with our present objective, which is not so much maximal 
generality as it is to indicate how the Fredholm intersection theory of Sections 
14 applies to partial differential equations. For a treatment of differential 
operators on sections of vector bundles, the reader may consult Palais [13]. 
The boundary value problem will be called form&l?, self-&joint if for every 
section v E ??(E), the following is true: the relation (Lu, v) = (u, Lw) holds 
for all u E P?‘“(E) which satisfy {Bp = 0}, if and only if z’ satisfies the boundary 
conditions. Here, (u, U) denotes the inner product on L,(E). 
For any integer r 3 0, we may define the Sobolev section space H,‘(E) as 
the closure in the Sobolev space H’(E) of the set of smooth sections which 
satisfy the conditions 99. Recall that H’(E) is defined as follows. If E is 
Riemannian, there is an induced Riemannian structure on J’(E), the rth-order 
jet bundle on E. For smooth sections u, v in P(E), the r-jets j,.u and jrv are 
sections (smooth) of J’(E) and we may define the expression 
dX. 
Then, the completion of the pre-Hilbert space W(E) with this inner product 
is H’(E). For M compact, by interpolation, H’(E) may be defined for any 
real number r (Lions [Ill). As an example, for Dirichlet boundary conditions: 
33 = 9 = (8j-l/ad-l)j=l ...., k , for Y a normal vector field to the boundary i?M, 
H& = H,,“(E), the closure in Hk(E) of 97” sections which are supported in the 
interior of M. This fact may be found in Friedman [5, p. 751. 
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For each Y, the differential operator L, of order 2k, may be extended to a 
continuous linear map (Palais [13, Theorem 6.51) 
L: H’(E) -+ IFyE). 
In particular, the restriction to H&E) is continuous. If L is strongly elliptic, 
then L enjoys various regularity properties. In the Dirichlet case, if u E &k(E) 
and Lu = 0, then u is smooth ([13, Theorem 19.371). In general, from a result 
in Hiirmander [7, p. 2731, we may conclude that for u E H$(E) and Lu = 0, 
one has u E Q”(E), and Bju = 0, 1 <i < k. In the latter, the boundary con- 
ditions must be restricted by a technical condition [7, (10.6.1 I)] strong enough 
to ensure that L is Fredholm on Hz(E). This conforms to the folklore notion 
that “elliptic = Fredholm” (always the case for elliptic operators on a compact 
manifold without boundary). 
Thus, in what follows, L: H:(E) + L,(E) is Fredholm: both the kernel and 
cokernel are finite-dimensional linear spaces. Since the Fredholm index is 
given by dim ker L - dim ker L*, any elliptic formally self-adjoint boundary 
value problem has index zero (Friedman [5, 19.101). 
Finally, the operator L: L&$(E) -+ L,(E) defines a symmetric bilinear form 
/3(u, V) = (Lu, w) on Hg(E), if ( , ) denotes the L, inner product. If Hz(E) 
is dense in H&E), then the form /3 extends continuously to HaL(E) x H&E), 
which corresponds to an operator L,: H&E) --f (Hak(E))*, mapping into the 
dual. Here, (HaX‘(E))* may be regarded as a space of distributions containing 
L,(E). For the Dirichlet case, La: H,,“(E) + HP(E). We remark that LB is 
really the same formal operator as the L with which we began. In the following, 
we take L = & to be self-adjoint and Fredholm (index zero). 
The Morse Index Theorem for the Dirichlet Problem 
In the Dirichlet case, we may begin with a fixed strongly elliptic self-adjoint 
operator L: H,“(E) + H-X’(E), wh ere the latter is a space of distributions 
isomorphic to (H,,“(E))*. From the spectral theory of such operators (e.g., 
Browder [l]), the spectrum of L consists of a nondecreasing sequence of eigen- 
values (of finite multiplicity) Ai, i = 1, 2,..., tending to infinity as i + a. 
Moreover, an orthonormal basis of L,(E) may be chosen consisting of smooth 
eigenfunctions di belonging to each Xi . The Morse index of L, p(L), is defined 
as the number of negative eigenvalues of L, or equivalently, as the maximal 
dimension of subspaces of H,,“(E) on which the form /3(u, V) = (Lu, v) is 
negative-definite. 
Thus, corresponding to the boundary deformation problem, there is a family 
of elliptic operators L,: Hok(E,) -+ H-“(E,), which are formally identical to L, 
but act on sections of the bundles E, . Define a conjugate point t,, of the family 
& > EA,<tc~ to be a value of t, such that dim kerLtO > 0. Note that if L 
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corresponds to the Jacobi equation (i.e., “second variation”) of a variational 
problem, e.g., the geodesic case, such a definition includes the usual notion 
of conjugacy (cf. Milnor [12]). Conjugate points are counted by their multi- 
plicity; that is, according to the dimension of ker L, . We shall designate the 
total number of conjugate points, V~ , the geometric onjugate index. This number 
could be infinite, but is probably “generically” finite (cf. [18]). 
We now intend to relate the present setting to the Fredholm intersection 
theory of Sections 1-4. In the following, {AIt} is a smooth deformation of M, 
which is connected and compact. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let P,: HOk(E) + H,,“(E) denote the orthogonal projection 
onto the closed subspace of sections in H,,k(E) which vanish on the complement 
of Mt . Identify this space with H,,“(E,). Then the operator curve t tt Pt is strongly 
continuous, and hence, for any compact operator K on H,“(E), the curve t I--+ P,KPt 
is continuous in the uniform (norm) topology. 
Proof. Fix t, and suppose the sequence {tn} converges to t. It is enough 
to show that {P,,} converges strongly to P, . The latter will follow if, for 
K = W(4J H, = Hok(E,) 
lim inf H, = lim sup H,, = Ht . ?I II (1) 
-- 
Equation (1) means that nm F,,, = Urn G,,, , where F,, = @Z(u E H,, , n > m}, 
G, = nn>m H,, , and the closure is with respect to the topology of H,,“(E). 
We assert that G, C Ht CF, , for all m. 
If G, C Ht , there is a smooth u E H,, , for each n 3 m, such that u does 
not vanish on a set V in M\M, . Thus VC fiftn , n 3 m, contradicting the 
smooth deformation assumption, as nn Mt, C M, if t, + t. Similarly Ht C F, 
and, thus, (Jm G, C Ht C nm F, . The equality of these three sets is now 
easily established by showing that they contain the common dense subset 
gOa of smooth functions with compact support in the interior of &It . 
For the second assertion, note that it suffices to prove that for any finite 
rank operator F on H,,“(E), the curve t w PtFPt is norm continuous, since 
any compact operator may be uniformly approximated by finite rank operators. 
Also, t H PtFPt is continuous if t t+ P,F and t tt FP, are continuous (in norm), 
for if 11 11 denotes the operator norm, 11 P,FP, - PPP, 11 < 11 P,F - P.JJll . 
// P, 11 + /I P, II . II FP, - FP, I/. However, if PJ is continuous for every F of 
finite rank, we may infer the same for FP, , since (FP,)* = PtF* and the adjoint 
operation A --f A* is continuous (in norm). Thus, we need only show that 
t + P,F is norm continuous. 
Let Hi denote the finite-dimensional orthogonal complement to kerF in 
HOk(E). We may regard each operator P,F as having domain Hr. Suppose 
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u E Hl and 11 u 11 = 1, then u = xy=, aiei if {ei} is an orthonormal basis for W. 
Thus, 
II PtFu - PJ+ II < c I ai I * II PtFei - P.JG I/ 
< 111 P,Fe, - P,Fei /I. 
For t close to s, the right-hand side becomes arbitrarily small and is independent 
of u. Q.E.D. 
We now return to the differential operator L: H,“(E) -+ Hek(E) and the 
associated symmetric bilinear form p on H,“(E). Such a form always induces 
a splitting H,,k(E) = H, @ H+ @ H- into, respectively, the null, and positive 
and negative definite subspaces. Define operators L+: H+ + H+ such that for 
any u E H,,‘(E), with u == u,, + v + w from the decomposition, p(u, U) = 
(L+v, v)~ - (L-w, &, where ( , )n: is the inner product on H,,k(E) (cf. Lang 
[lo, p. 1721). Now define a positive definite operator Q = IdH0 @L+ @L- . 
The operator Q defines a new inner product ( , )o on H,,“(E), given by 
the form (Qu, v)~ . If P+ , P- , and P,, denote the orthogonal projections of 
HoL(E) onto H+ , H- , and H,, ; we may write for every pair u, v E H,“(E) 
P(u, 4 = (Q(P+ - P-)u, v)k. 
= ((P+ - P-)u, ZQQ 
= ((Id - P, - 2P-)u, v)~ 
= ((I- 04 +2 , 
where K = P,, + 2P- . If L is Fredholm then ker L = H, is finite dimensional, 
and if L has finite Morse index, then K is compact since both P, and P_ are 
finite rank operators. Note that the number of (iterated) negative eigenvalues 
of I - K is the Morse index and the kernel of I - K is H,, . Consider the family 
@(A, t) = I + (A - 1) P,KP, of self-adjoint operators on H,“(E), such that 
0 < t < 1, 0 < X < 1 and Pt is as in Proposition 5.1. Then @ is a map from 
the rectangle .9? = [0, I] x [0, l] into the space of bounded linear operators, 
WC,“VW 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If L is Fredholm with finite Morse index, the map di has 
the following properties: 
(i) @ is norm continuous on W, and each @(A, t) is self-adjoint of the form 
“id + compact.” 
(ii) t is a conjugate point of (L, Mt} if and only if, ker @(O, t) # 0 and 
the multiplicity at t is given by v(t) = dim ker @(O, t). 
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(iii) The Morse index p(Lt), dejined above, is such that 
p(LJ = # {negative eigenvalues of @(O, t)} 
zzz c dim ker @(A, t). 
l>A>O 
Proof. The only assertion which is not obvious or a consequence of Proposi- 
tion 5.1 is part (iii). Let fit denote the restriction of ,6 to Hak(E,) x Hak(E,). 
Then p(Lt) is the maximal dimension of subspaces on which /$ is negative 
definite, which is clearly finite if p(L) is finite. Suppose 0(0, t)u = -Au, h > 0, 
then u E Hak(E,) and, hence, 
Thus, 
(I - P,KP,)u = P,(I - K) P,u = -Au. 
A@, u) = (P,(I - K) Ptu, u)o 
= C--h% 40 , 
and /It must be negative definite on the eigenspace belonging to -A. To prove 
the second expression for /1(L,), note that if A f 1, 
@(A, t) = (1 - A)[1 - P,KP, - (1 - (l/X))-V] 
= (1 - A)[@(O, t) - (A/(X - 1))1]. 
Therefore, ker @(A, t) # 0 if and only if h/(h - 1) is an eigenvalue for @(O, t). 
However, X/(h - 1) < 0 if and only if 0 < X < 1. Since every negative eigen- 
value of @(O, t) can be expressed in the torm X/(X - I), assertion (iii) now 
follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. The map @(A, t) induces a continuous map+: W + FA,(H,,k(E) x 
H,k(E)) such that 4 = Graph @. 
Proof. From Section 4, graphs of self-adjoint operators of the form 
“id + compact” are Lagrangian subspaces. The continuity of 4 is immediate 
since “Graph” is a chart map for FAA = FAd(HO”(E) x H,“(E)). Q.E.D. 
Let 92 denote the rectangle [0, I] x [0, l] and c$,, the restriction of 4: W + 
.9AA to the boundary 22. 
THEOREM 5.3. The map g& represents a closed l-cycle 8 in FAA such that the 
(MasZoz) inde.r is 0 NI = 0. 
PYoof. From the above corollary, c#,, defines a continuous closed loop in 
-9/l, representing the cycle 0 = [+,,I. B ecause 4 is a continuous extension of 
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& onto the whole rectangle 9, & may be contracted to a point without altering 
its homological class. Thus 0 = [$,,I = 0 and [+J * #YZ = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since this theorem expresses an implicit (if obscure) relation 
between the parameters X and t on the boundary 89, the result may be regarded 
as an abstract Morse index theorem. 
We now state a lemma, the so-called “monotonicity principle” which appears, 
in finite dimensions, in Kato [9, p. 611. Th e compact case below follows directly 
from the minimax theorem, (e.g., Friedrichs [6, 27.31, Swanson [17, p. 1231). 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose K is a positive, compact self-adjoint operator on a 
Hilbert space H, with eigenealues A, > A, >, ... 3 0 iterated in accord with their 
multiplicities. Suppose P denotes orthogonal projection onto a closed subspace 
MC H, such that K,, = PKP 1 M. Then if hj[K,] denotes the jth eigenvalue 
of K,, , arranged in descending order, we have 
hj[Kv] < hj[K] = hj 9 j = 1, 2,... . 
We now return to the family of operators @(A, t) arising from the Dirichlet 
boundary deformation problem. 
Let Aj(t) denote the jth eigenvalue, arranged in ascending order, of the 
operator @(O, t) = I - P,KP, . 
COROLLARY. For each j, the curve h,(t) is continuous. If {Mt} is a smooth 
contracting deformation, then each hj is an increasing function oft. If the Dirichlet 
boundary deformation problem (L, E, , (ai-l/avj-l)) admits only Fnitely many 
conjugate points {ti} then each Aj(t) is strictly increasing near each ti . 
Proof. The curves are continuous since @(O, t) is a norm-continuous curve 
of self-adjoint operators, and, thus, the (iterated) eigenvalues may be resolved 
into an ascending family of continuous curves (Kato [9, 11-6.3 and IV-3.51). 
Choose t, ,( t, in the interval [0, 11. Since M”, CM”, and, hence, 
P,2[P,1KP,JP,2 = P,,KPt, , we may infer 
from Lemma 1. But from the definition of @(O, t), inequality (2) implies 
or 
1 - Xj(tp) < 1 - hj(tl) 
For the second assertion, suppose hj is not strictly increasing in the vicinity 
of a conjugate point t’. Then, since Xj is increasing, h,(t) vanishes in a neigh- 
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borhood of t’, contradicting our hypothesis of finitely many conjugate points. 
Q.E.D. 
The geometric onjugate index vg was simply defined as the number of con- 
jugate points in a given deformation. Define the algebraic conjugate index 
V, to be the change in the Morse index of L, over the deformation. Thus, 
V~ = p(L) - p(L,). Now, the Morse index theorem simply asserts that for 
suitable conditions on L, yg = V~ . In the next result, we express Y, as an inter- 
section number. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let &: a9 ---f FA, be defined as in Theorem 5.3, and assume 
that (Mt} is a contracting deformation of M. Then the closed loop & may be 
decomposed into a sum of arcs c$,, == #+,, + & such that 
vu = dm . &?(H x {O}) = -+, . mz(H x {O)), 
where H denotes the Sobolev space H,,“(E). 
Proof. To obtain the subarcs #,,, and $C, divide a.9 into two pieces, & 
and S, , with A,, = A I &, and Cc = 4,, I S, . Let S, = S,,,, U Xn,? U Sm., 
such that 
S m.1 = {(A 0): 0 < l < x ,< I>, 
S m*2 = {(A, t): h = 1, 0 < t < l}, 
S *,3 = {(A, 1): 0 < f < h ,( I} 
and E > 0 is chosen so that for 0 < X ,< E, ker @(X, 0) = ker @(h, 1) = IO) 
(see Prop. 5.2(iii)). Define S, as the complement BI’\S, with the points (E, 0) 
and (e, 1) adjoined. Then, Co = & + 4, with all curves oriented in the counter- 
clockwise sense. Since by Theorem 5.3, the Maslov index &,] . m = 0, we 
have & . m(H x 0) = -4, . ec(H x 0) f rom elementary properties (Sect. 4) 
of the intersection number. 
We now may compute I& . nz(H x 0). Along S,,l., , & intersects H x (0) 
if and only if ker @(X, 0) # (0). Thus, contributions to the intersection number 
can arise only from such kernels, and if the eigenvalue curves are strictly 
increasing, the intersection number must grow by dim ker @(A, 0) (Theorem 4.1). 
Recall that @(A, 0) == I + (/\ - l)K with K = P,, + 2P-. Thus, the jth 
eigenvalue of @(h, 0) is given by Xj = 1 + (h - l)h*, where X* = 0, 1, or 2; 
and 1 <j < 3. Thus, Aj either is 1 or crosses the h-axis at the origin or at 
/\ = 4. The only curve contributing to the intersection number (on S,,,) 
is )Lj = 2h - 1. Since Aj has multiplicity equal to the rank of P- , 
dim ker @(& , 0) = p(L), which must be the contribution on S,., , 
Rounding the corner, since @(I, t) = Id for all t, no intersections arise. 
On the segment of %I’, t = 1, X > E, (again) eigenvalues Xi of 0(X, 1) are of 
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the form Xj = 1 + (X - 1)X*, where X* denotes an eigenvalue of P,KP, . 
Clearly X * = 0 or X* > 0, and only the latter can generate new intersections. 
In fact, (d/d,r)(X,) = /\* > 0 implies hi strictly increasing. 
Since S,,,, is traversed in the sense of decreasing h, then along S,,., the 
intersection number decreases by an amount &E dim ker @(h, 1) = p(L,) 
(Theorem 5.3). Thus, it follows that &, . m(H x 0) = p(L) - vu(&). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (Abstract Morse index theorem). If vg < m, then vg = v, ; 
the geometric and algebraic indices coincide. 
Proof. Assuming that yg < co, let us compute the intersection number 
& . $H(H x 0). On the interval (0, E], no intersections occur. If ker @(O, 1) # 0, 
eigenvalue curves must be strictly decreasing for either X decreasing to zero 
or t decreasing from t = 1 (Corollary, Lemma 2). Thus, ker @(O, 1) contributes 
the negative of its dimension, if any, to the intersection number (Theorem 4.1). 
Similarly, the intersection number decreases by an amount &<tGl dim ker @(O, t) 
on the interval (0, 1). At (h, t) = (0, 0) there is no change in intersection 
number even if ker @(O, 0) # 0, since eigenvalue curves must change from 
strictly decreasing to strictly increasing (Theorem 4.1). Therefore, 
ani * ///(If x 0) = ---I& * nr(H x 0) 
dim ker @(O, t) 
the geometric conjugate index. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If the smooth deformation {Mr} is not contracting for 0 < t < 1, 
but contracts first to MtO and then expands uniformly to Mr , it is clear that 
a version of the theorem will continue to hold. In fact, if vg < co, one has 
v a = vg 1 - vg , 2 vg = vgl + vg4, where vgl, vg2 denote, respectively, the number 
of conjugate points for the contraction and expansion phases. It is uncertain 
whether more general deformations can be reduced to such a simple case. 
We now indicate circumstances in which vg < co. 
DEFINITION. A linear differential operator L has the unipue continuation 
property (UCP) on M, if there are no solutions of Lu = 0 on M, such that 
u # 0 but u vanishes on some open set in M. Not all elliptic operators satisfy 
UCP (see [7]); although, if the coefficients are analytic in M, or if L is second 
order, the condition is satisfied. A useful result, due to Calderon, states that 
UCP holds if the symbol of L has nonmultiple characteristics (Calderon [2]). 
A related notion, suitable for our purposes, is that of unique continuation in 
the deformation (UDP). Thus, in a given smooth deformation {II/Pt)sGtcl of n/l, 
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L satisfies UDP if L admits no (nontrivial) solutions with compact support 
in the interior of any of the manifolds fig, . Obviously, UCP implies UDP. 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose L: H,,k(E) - H-k(E) is strongly elliptic, Fredholm, and 
satis$es condition UCP. For any smooth deformation {M,}, let L,: H,“(E,) + 
H-“(Et) denote the “restriction” of L, and Nt = kerLt . Then if the deformation 
is not local& constant, N, n N, = {0}, ulhenever s is su#iciently close to t. If 
UDP is satisjied and the deformation is also contracting, tken vg < a, i.e., there 
are only finitely many conjugate points. 
Proof. Note that any function u E N, n N, is actually smooth (Cm) by 
regularity for the Dirichlet problem (Palais [13, 19.371). If the deformation 
is not locally constant, then for s sufficiently close to t either jll,\lcfs or M,\M, 
must contain a nonempty open set. Clearly, u must vanish on such a set, and 
since L, (or L,) is the same formal operator as L, condition UCP is satisfied 
and u = 0. The same conclusion holds, if UDP is satisfied for a contracting 
deformation. 
If the deformation is contracting, i.e., t > s implies Mt $ M, , all eigenvalue 
curves are increasing for @(O, t) (Corollary, Lemma 5.4). In particular, there 
are only finitely many curves Aj(t) which are nonpositive for some t, because 
each Aj(t) is nondecreasing and the Morse index is finite. That p(Lt) < 00, 
follows from the assumption that L is strongly elliptic and self-adjoint (cf. 
Friedman [5]). It follows that either the number of conjugate points is finite 
or on some subinterval (tl , tz), there is an eigenvalue curve /\j for which 
A,(t) = 0 and the Morse index ,u(LJ is constant. 
Now choose t E (tl , t2) and suppose u # 0, with u E Nt = ker @(O, t). 
Let /3t denote the restriction of the bilinear form /3(u, v) = (Lu, zq) to H,,“(E,). 
Choose s such that tl < s < t < t, . We assert that u E ker @(O, s) = ker /3s . 
This will imply u = 0 since Nt n N, = (0). Suppose Ht- denotes a maximal 
subspace of Hok(E,) on which /3t is negative definite. Now, Hok(E,) E H,,“(E,), 
and we may choose an orthogonal complement E,+ of H,,L(E,) with respect 
to the form bs on H,,L(E,) x H,,“(E,). Then the minimum value of ps(e), v) 
restricted to ES+ is zero, since p(L,) = p(LJ. Also, /Is(u, u) = 0 is the minimum 
for /3, . Splitting ES+ into a null space and positive-definite space for p3 , we 
may write u = u0 + u+ . Thus, 0 = fis(u, u) = Bs(u+, u+), and we conclude 
that u+ = 0, u = uO. But that implies u E N, = ker /3,, u = 0, and, hence, 
the eigenvalue curve Aj(t) cannot vanish on (tl , tJ. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The latter criterion for the number of conjugate points to be 
finite; namely N, n N, = (0) for t # s in a contracting deformation, appears 
to be due to Uhlenbeck ([21, Proposition 1.51). 
THEOREM 5.7 (Morse-Smale index theorem). Suppose L satisJies condition 
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UCP or UDP for a contracting deformation {Mt}, where L is strongly elliptic 
of order 2k. Then if v(t) = dim ker L, 
(9 “Cl = P(L) - P(L1) = ILs.ts1v(t) = vg . 
(ii) If the volume MI is sujiciently sn.uzZl, the-n p(L) = &stGl v(t) = vg . 
Proof. Statement (i) follows from our result (Theorem 5.5, and corollary) 
above. For assertion (ii), it is a result of Vi&k [22] that if the domain of a strongly 
elliptic operator is reduced to a subdomain of sufficiently small volume, then 
all eigenvalues of the system are positive. A proof of this result may be found 
in Smale [16, Lemma 71. For such a deformation, p(L,) = 0, which implies (ii). 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. Of course, as Smale [16] indicates, in the Morse theory L would 
be the Jacobi equation for geodesics and each Ill, is a subinterval [t, l] of 
[0, 11. Simons [15] has a generalization to minimal varieties in Riemannian 
manifolds which follows from Theorem 5.7, starting with the Jacobi equation 
for a minimal variety. 
Let us add that the Morse index theorem will hold for a much broader 
class of elliptic boundary systems than those of Dirichlet type. The chief 
obstacle to such an extension is simply that the domains H&E,) do not 
canonically embed in H&(E) (see definitions at beginning of this section). 
However, if k is sufficiently small (k < dim M/2), we may (discontinuously) 
extend elements of HaL(E,) to vanish on M\M, . Note that this restriction 
does not preclude the Laplacian in R 3. The same or similar procedures to 
those of this section would suffice to show that for a “regular” self-adjoint 
elliptic boundary value problem (as in Lions and Magenes [l I]) and a contracting 
deformation: pa(L) - p9(L1) = v&3?) = vg(@. Moreover, the latter term 
v,(a) can be decomposed as a “boundary index” ig plus the conjugate 
(geometric) index for the Dirichlet problem vg (Swanson [19]). Theorems 
of this type already exist for geodesics satisfying general boundary conditions 
(Duistermaat [3]). 
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